
 

About One-Click Searching  
 

 

These searches allow for you to quickly retrieve relevant articles from PubMed. PubMed is a large 
biomedical database made freely available to health professionals by the US National Library of Medicine.  
 
Please note that the searches are designed to retrieve a targeted, relevant set of results.  They are not 
intended to be a comprehensive search strategy as is required for systematic reviews or the development 
of guidelines. 
 
For each topic, a search string has been created using a combination of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 
and text words. We have mostly used the Major MeSH option to ensure you retrieve articles most 
relevant to your selected topic. Text words are limited to title only.   
 
To create your search, tick the boxes next to the search terms you would like to include. You can add any 
topic not appearing in a list to the search box at the end of the page. When you click the Search button at 
the bottom of the page the search strings are 
combined and automatically run in PubMed.  
You can see how PubMed has interpreted the search 
in the Search Details box on the right of the results 
screen in PubMed. Click on See more to see the 
actual User query that has been created by your 
choice of searches. 
 
Why does adding more topics decrease my 
results? 
As you add more topics to your search, each additional topic will be combined with the search string using 
AND. It may seem counterintuitive, but it is important to be aware that combining search terms with AND 
in bibliographic databases decreases the amount of papers retrieved.   

 
For example, you may want to find the latest 
research on depression or anxiety in stroke 
patients and will be tempted to click on all three 
topics.  As shown in the above diagram, choosing 
the two topics, Depression and Stroke, retrieves 
2119 papers. Adding Anxiety to the search 
reduces the results down to 150 papers.  
 
These 150 papers discuss Stroke and Depression 
and Anxiety.  
Alternatively, you could look at Depression with 
Stroke alone (22298 papers) OR Anxiety with 
Stroke (288 papers). These will be two separate 
searches.   
 
 

 
About One-Click Searching available at [https://www.nhsprojects.com.au/urc/data/uploads/pdfs/URC-About-One-Click-Searching-November-
2019.pdf]  
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